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On the Feigin-Tipunin conjecture 

SHOMA SUGIMOTO*t 

Research Institute For Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University 

1 I ntrod uct1on 

The triplet W-algebra (= type A1 logarithmic W-algebra) ([AM1]-[AM3], [FGST1]-[FGST3], [NT], 

[TW], ...) is one of the most famous examples of Crcofinite but irrational vertex operator algebra, 

and it relates to many interesting objects such as the tails of colored Jones polynomials and false theta 

functions [BMl, CCFGH, MN], quantum groups at root of unity [CGR, FGR, NT], and the quantum 

geometric Langlands program [CG, Crl]. We can immediately generalize the definition of the triplet W-

algebra to type ADE cases, and we call them the type ADE logarithmic W-algebras W(p)q. However, 

very little is known about the properties and the representation theory of the higher rank generalizations 

of the triplet W-algebra. 

In [FT], without detailed proofs, they claimed that W(p)q and its irreducible modules are constructed 

as the spaces of global sections of some homogeneous vector bundles over the flag variety, and we call it 

Feigin-Tipunin conjecture. In [S1, S2], the author proved it partially and obtained some of new results 

on the type ADE logarithmic W-algebras. 

In this paper, with some comments and remarks, we gather results that will given in [S1, S2]. We give 

the geometric construction of the type ADE logarithmic W-algebra W(p)q that claimed in [FT]. This 

construction reveals us the G-module structure and the character formula of W(p)q. Moreover, under the 

assumption of simpleness of W(p)q, we also completely determine the W灯g)-modulestructure of W(p)q. 

Finally, applying this result to the cases of type A2 with small p E Z22, we prove the C2-cofiniteness of 

W(pぬinthese cases under the assumption of simpleness. 

1.1 Setting 

Let g be a simply-laced simple Lie algebra of rank l, and g = n直卵n+the triangular decomposition, ~ 

the Cartan subalgebra, b = n_① ~the Borel subalgebra, G, H, and B the semisimple, simply-connected, 

complex algebraic groups corresponding to g, ~'b, respectively. We adopt the standard numbering for 

the simple roots { a1, ... , az} of g as in [B] and denote by { wぃ．．．，切}the corresponding fundamental 

weights, and denote by II denotes the set of simple roots. Let Q be the root lattice of g, P the weight 

lattice of g, P+ the set of dominant integral weights of g. Denote by(・,・) the normalized invariant form 

of g, W the Weyl group of g generated by the simple reflections {叫い (ci1)the Cartan matrix of g 
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and (cii) the inverse matrix to (c;j), p the half sum of positive roots, h the Coxeter number of g, 0 the 

abelian group P/Q. We choose the representatives of generators of O in Pin the following way: for A1, 

Dz, E6, E1, Es, we choose {O,w1, ... ,wz}, {O,w1,Wt-1団},{O,w1, 四},{O, 吟},{O}, respectively. We fix 

an integer p E Z::,-2-

Let V y1PQ = EBaEQ F v'P" be the lattice vertex operator algebra associated to the rescaled root lattice 

vfiQ, where F v'P" = U(い） RIv酬 isthe Fock module of the Heisenberg vertex operator algebra 

瓦 =U(炉0)R10〉・

We choose the shifted conformal vector w of V y'PQ as 

1 
w = 2 L c'l(ai)(-1四+Qo(P¥-2)10〉EFi。こ V..jpQ, 

l<;i,j<::l 
(1) 

where Qo = .jp -古.The central charge c of w is given by 

1 1 
c = l + 12(p, p)(2 -p --) = l + hdimg(2 -p--). 

p p 
(2) 

For n E Z, we use the traditional notation Ln for the Virasoro operator W(n+l)・ 

Irreducible modules over V: 謹 Qare classified by elements of the abelian group A =喜P/yfpQ([D]). 

For each equivalence class〈入〉 EA, we choose the unique representative入E...l..p of〈入〉 EAas 
,/f5 

l 

入＝—氾+~=—氾+L立叫
j=l fa 

(3) 

where O :S: SJ :S: p -1, 入Efl and the representatives of generators of fl are given in above: for Ai, Di, 

恥， E1,Es, we have {O,w1, ... , 切},{O,w1,wi-1, 咄},{O,w1, 咄},{O, 吟},{O}, respectively. For入E嘉P,

denote by V: ⑪ Q十入 theirreducible V .,/PQ-module 

V墨＋入＝任戸而＋入・ (4) 
<>EQ 

corresponding to〈入〉 EA,where F謹 a十入 isthe Fock module over Fi。withthe highest weight vector 

yPa+入〉.ForμE古P,the conformal weight~µ, of Iμ 〉is

1 c-l 1 
△ μ=  -lμ-QoPl2 + = -1μ12 -Qo(μ,p). 

2 24 2 

1.2 Screening and narrow screening 

For 1 <:: i <:: l, a E Q and入EA, we consider the screening operators 

f; = 1,,ffia; 〉(o)E Hom(エ年＋入，互..Jf,(a+叫＋入）．

For c, E W andμE 7i,P, set 

1 1 
び*μ=c,(μ+ -p)--p・

vP vP 
Then we have the following W-action on A: 

び＊入＝一⑪入豆*X.

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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In order to define the narrow sCTeening opemtors FぃEHorn(F是＋入，F五 +a心） for 1~i~l, we 

consider the following element in Horn(V: 謹 Q,V ,/PQ—祷) IZi IC[[z土］］：

F;(z) = e―祷z―亨虹 exp(こ三(a;)(n))exp (区三(ai)(n)c_s_. 
n<O n v'P n>O n v'P) v'P (g) 

Here the element e―祷 EHorn(v: 淀 Q,V: 氾Q—神） is defined by 

{e―袴囁〉 =I―'1,+墨〉，

[h(n),e―釦＝心o(h,—繹）e藷，

forμE Q and h(n) EU(り）， andthe element c—祷 EHom(v:淀q,V.,fi,Q—茄） is defined by 

C_祷si.jp11〉=c'(-a研）si../PJJ〉.

Heres EU(い） and E': Q x Q→ (C x is the 2-cocycle defined by 

如，叫＝｛り;'"・心） : ~;: 

For a E Q, the narrow screening operator is given by the z―1 coefficient of凡(z)

恥=J F;(z)dz E Hom(F這 a,✓-._/pa-出

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Denote by F0 the rank 1 Heisenberg vertex algebra generated by a;, and To'_!_ the rank l -1 Heisenberg 

vertex algebra generated by { wサ区］が:<ol,respectively. Then for a E巧;,_!_and n E Z, we have Fi,oa(n) = 

a(n)Fi,O・By applying the multiplication of narrow screening operators in the case of type A1 (see 

[CRW, NT]) to F;,o Ft• for a E Q and入EA such that O :S s; 臼p-2,we have the non-tnv1al map 

応=j F;(zi) ... F;(z釘 +1)dz1... dz釘 +1E Hom(F是＋入，r企+cr,•入），
四 +11

where the cycle [rむ+1]such that F', ぃtobe non-trivial is uniquely determined up to normalization. For 

convemence we se・ t F,, 入=0 for入EA such that Si = p -1. 

Clearly, the screening and narrow screening operators are differential operators on V ..;'pQ because they 

are zero modes. In other words, they satisfy the Leibniz rule 

f;U(n)V = (f;u)(n)V + U(n)fiv, 
F;,oa(nib = (F;,oa)(n)b + a(n)F;,ob 

＝区
(-1)-n-m-1 

m! 
Tmb(n+m)Fi,oa + a(n)F;,ob, 

m>O 

where n E Z, u,v E V,/PQ十入 anda, b EV  ,/PQ・Moreover, a straightforward calculation shows that 

[f;,L』=[F,,入，L』=0

and 

[f;,F1, 入]=0

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

for 1 <:: i,j <::land n E Z. In particular, (16) means that /i and Fi, 入 preservethe conformal grading. 
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1.3 Logarithmic W-algebra 

Since every Fi,O satisfies (15), we have the vertex operator subalgebra 

l 

W(p)Q = n ker Fi,olv氾 Q こV./PQ・ (18) 
i=l 

By (16), w is a conformal vector of W(p)q. This vertex operator algebra is called the logarithmic W-

algebra associated to Q and p. In particular, in the case of type A1, W(pぬisthe triplet W-algebra 

([AM1]-[AM3], [FGST1]-[FGST3], [NT], [TW], ...). 

For 1 ::; i ::; l, we consider the following operator h,, 入 actingon V .,;'fiQ+ぶ

1 1 
い＝—ー(a;)(o) + -(a心）id. 

而』

Theorem 1 ([FT, Theorem 4.1]). 

1. The operators {!;, h;, 入｝l i=l give nse to an action of b on V ,/PQ十入・

2. The action of b in (1) is integrable. 

For A E A, we consider the homogeneous vector bundle 

ふ=G XB  V: ⑪ Q十入

(19) 

(20) 

over the flag variety G / B, where the action of B on G is given by the right multiplication and that on 

vv'Pぃ isgiven by Theorem 1. We can easily show that the space of global sections H0(fo) inherits the 

vertex operator algebra structure from V: ⑰ Q, and each H0(ふ） is a H0(fo)-module as in the same way. 

1.4 Results 

Definition 1. For入EA and a E W, set 

1 
E>,(a) = -(a* 入—び＊入）．

v1P 
(21) 

Let J be a subset of nodes of the Dynkin diagram of G and入 EA. The pairing (J, >.) is good if 

E,¥(びj)= -aj for any j E J or (E.¥(びj),a,)= -8;,1 for any i,j E J. In particular, when J = II, we call入

is good if (II, 入） is good. 

Remark l. If IJI = 1, (J,>.) is good. 

The following three theorems will be given in [Sl]. 

Theorem 2. 1. For p E応 2,we have the vertex operator algebra isomo叫 ism

H0(1;o)'.:::'. W(p)q. 

In particular, the group G acts on W(p)q as an automorphism group. 

2. More generally, if入isgood, we have the W(p)q-module and G-module isomorphism 

l 

H0(6)~n ker Fi, 入 V謹 Q十ぶ

i=l 
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3. If入isnot good, H0 (も） is properly embedded into ni=l ker F,,>-lv汗炉・

Theorem 3. We have the vertex operator algebra isomorphism 

Wk(g)~n ker J,I~。,
i=l 

where Wk (g) is the affine W-algebra (FF} of level k = p -h 

Theorem 4. 

1. Let Rμbe the irreducible g-module with the highest weightμE P+. Then we have the W(p)Q-

module and G-module isomorphism 

Ho(も)~ 〶 Ra+入@W_謹 a+入こ V../PQ十入

aEP+nQ 
(22) 

where W這 a十入 =nい(kerf心。I―faa+入〉） and ker f叫— faa 十入〉 is the ker / i F,。-module

generated by the highest weight vector -faa +入〉.In particular, we have 

W(p)炉 ④ 応 GIW-._fia, 
aEP+nQ 

andか (g)c:c: n。RW。isthe vertex operator full subalgebra of W(p)Q-

2. Let us fi出入 EA, and a minimal e叩 ressionof wo = aiN ... ai,. Ifい(a狂...a;,), ai•+,) = 0 for 

1 <::: k <::: N -1, then we have H勺も） = 0 for k 2 1. In particular, ~ ハ=0, then H如） = 0 for 

k 2 1. Moreover, we have the character formula 

½I ✓ 和 (a+p詠）ふ 1 Pl2 

Tr (Lo--"-- h1入..・Z忙）＝区 xい(z)(区(-1/(u)q
謹

H"(も） q 24 Z1 aEP+nQ びEW ry(q)l) 

= L Xい(z)Tr眈 S,a十入(Vp,.,jpX)(q恥ー句，
aEP+nQ 

where沿(z)be the Weyl character of R13, l(a) the length of a E W, ry(q) the Dedekind eta function, 

andH0 
DS,a十入

(V P,../P入） is the氾 (g)-moduledefined in [ArFJ. 

Remark 2. The author believe that the assumption (E.>.(a狂．．．びii),ai•+i) = 0 for 1 <::: k <::: N -1 in 

Theorem 4.2 is not necessary: i.e. he expect that H勺ら） = 0 and the character formula above hold for 

all入EA and k 2 1. However, because of some technical difficulty in the proof of vanishing of higher 

cohomologies, he proved them on the restricted cases. 

The following three theorems will be given in [S2]. 

Theorem 5. If H0 (も） is an irreducible W(p)Q-module, then W-..jpa+入~炉(g)I — faa+ 入〉. In other 

words, nい(kerf; F,。 I — faa+ 入〉） =(nいkerJi F,。)|—而＋入〉. Moreover, when入=0, W-..jpa is 

the irreducible炉 (g)-module.

Defimt10n 2. 1. For a E P+ n Q, let凡 bea nonzero element of応，aGI IC―faa〉,where応，ais 

the space of zero-weight vectors of R.,. 

2. Let {Wi}に~be strong generators ofか (g)such that△ w, = i. We use the notation 

(W;)n = (W: 如 +i-1) (23) 
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for n E Z. However, we often use the notation not (W心 butLn for traditional reason. Moreover, 

for a fixed a E P+ n Q, we can assume that 

(W;)。— ypa〉 =0 (24) 

for 3 <::: i <::: l + 1 by considering the new strong generators 

{w} U {W; ―▽ a,iw}冨 (25) 

of炉 (g),where▽ a,i E IC is defined by (W;)ol -v'P°'〉＝▽a,i -y'POo〉・

3. For a E W(p)Q ccc 〶aEP+nQ応 0) W-..jpm denote by ii E Wk(g) be the Wk(g)-component of a. 

Theorem 6. 1. For the projection to the C2-algebra 1r : W(p)Q→ Rw(p)q = W(pぬ／ら(W(p)砂

we have dim 1r(W(p)Q ¥ Wk(g)) < oo. In other words, if a E W(p)Q ¥ Wk(g), then 1r(a) is nilpotent. 

In particular, for a E P+ n Q, a =J 0, 1r(H0) is nilpotent. 

2. If W(p)Q is simple, then W(p)Q is strongly generated by {W; 片誌 andfinitely many elements in 

W(pぬ＼か(g). In particular, if W(p)Q is simple and all 1r(W;) are nilpotent, then W(p)Q is 

C2-cofinite. 
----

3. For a E P+ n Q, {(Ha)(N)H砂NEZsatisfy the following conditions: 

(a) Form 2 0, we have 

叫）(N+m)瓜＝い， 1ヽ /A

に (Ha)(N)Ha,
1ヽ M,X A 

(26) 

(b) Mor-eover-, for-3~i~l + 1, n 2': i -1 and NEZ, we have 

----

旦—1t C~1) (k + 1)(~ ニ勺竺汀：:~ △ -v'fja = 0. (27) 

---
4. In the cases of types A1 or-A2, the conditions (26) and (27) deter-mines {(Ha)(N)尻 }NEZ

uniquely up to scalar-. Mor-eover-, if W(p)Q is simple, then the conditions (26) and (27) deter-mines -- -
{(Ha)cN)Ha'}NEZ uniquely up to nonzern scalar-. 

Remar-k 3. Theorem 6 claims that if W(pぬissimple, the conditions (26) and (27) give an algorithm that 

enables us to calculate the nilpotent ideal in 1r(Wk(g)) much easier than direct calculation. Applying it 

to the cases of type A2 with small p, we obtain the following: 

Theorem 7. Let us consider-the cases when g = ,s-[3 and p = 2, 3, 4. If W(p)Q is simple, then W(p)Q is 

C2-cofinite. 
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